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ABSTRACT

Existing highway traffic monitoring system requires to de-
ploy a large number of sensors and video cameras to detect
traffic congestions, which is costly and prone to errors and
failures [1]. In this paper, we present a distributed traffic
detection and prediction solution by using shock wave traffic
model. We develop a Hello protocol to maintain the vehicle
sequence on the same lane. Based on the measurements of
velocity and distance between immediate leading and follow-
ing vehicles, a vehicle can detect and compute shock wave
velocity incurred by vehicle merges or obstacles on the high-
way. When velocity changes occur continuously, congestions
will be formed, which can be detected and predicted by the
vehicles through a shock wave detection procedure. Our
solution is effective since we only require vehicles to com-
municate with its neighboring vehicles within its wireless
communication range.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: distributed
systems, distributed applications; H.4.3 [Information Sys-
tems Applications]: Communications Applications

General Terms

Algorithms, Design, Measurement

Keywords

VANET, Traffic Modeling, Congestion Detection and Pre-
diction

1. INTRODUCTION
Highway congestion detections are usually based on ei-

ther stationary video cameras or using moving vehicles (or
helicopters) as mobile sensors to collect road traffic informa-
tion. The collected data are eventually processed for conges-
tion prediction by a centralized server using techniques such
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as artificial intelligent techniques (e.g., to build a learning
model for traffic properties of road congestions). There are
several drawbacks of existing solutions for highway conges-
tion detection and prediction. First, stationary video cam-
eras cannot be installed on every road segment of a highway
system due to high cost and high maintenance overhead. As
a result, the fixed cameras cannot detect congestions caused
by accidents or temporary road constructions that are lo-
cated outside of the monitoring areas. Second, using mobile
vehicles as mobile sensors to report their locations and veloc-
ities requires end-to-end communication connections from
each vehicle to a centralized server for information process-
ing. Third, existing congestion prediction models require
historical data to build congestion prediction models, which
require large amount of data and thus they are not suitable
in a distributed fashion. Furthermore, the centralized con-
gestion prediction models may incur long delay, high false
positive and negative, and unreliable information collection
and distribution in a highly dynamic vehicular communica-
tion system.

To address the deficiencies of existing congestion detec-
tion and prediction models, the following properties are de-
sired: (a) congestion can be detected by each vehicle based
on its own movements and surrounding vehicles’ behaviors;
(b) no centralized server is required to collect traffic data for
congestion detection; (c) no centralized server is necessary
to maintain a large data source to predict congestion; and
(d) each vehicle must be able to detect and predict conges-
tion just based on communicating to its neighboring vehi-
cles. Achieving these properties allows vehicles to perform
congestion detection and prediction on any road segment.
To this end, we present a novel solution that allows each
vehicle to detect shock (or Kinematic) waves and compute
the distance and time toward congestion, and predict the
congestion’s length, and duration. In Figure 1, we present
an illustrative example to demonstrate the vehicle following
model in the space-time domain, where the red arrows indi-
cate shock waves traveling towards the upstream directions
when congestions occur. The impact of a shock wave is the
velocity reduction of each vehicle sequentially towards the
upstream of the traffic flow.

To utilize shock waves for congestion detection and pre-
diction, we first need to investigate the causes of shock waves
in the highway. Research in [2, 3, 4] shows that shock waves
are usually caused by road events such as vehicle merges, di-
verges, traffic controls (such as road constructions), and ac-
cidents. Among these common events on a highway, merges,
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Figure 1: Example of shock waves. Figure is plotted
using trajectories from the data set provided by Fed-
eral Highway Administration (FHWA)’s Next Gen-
eration Simulation (NGSIM) program : I80 - set2 C
lane2. Each line represents a vehicle’s travel velocity
in the space-time domain.

road constructions, and accidents usually create upstream
shock waves, and thus cause congestions. In this research,
our presentation of protocols, congestion detection and pre-
diction models is based on vehicle merges and accidental
events.
We propose a Hello protocol for each vehicle to discover

and maintain a vehicle sequence on the same lane. The
Hello protocol allows us to detect shock waves due to vehi-
cle merges. Using the presented shock-wave detection and
propagation procedures, a following vehicle can detect con-
gestions incurred by continuous multiple merges, and pre-
dict the congestion duration and length. Our approach is
novel in that we explore the spontaneous responses of vehi-
cles to road traffic scenarios such as merges, which have been
identified as the major causes of highway congestion. Our
solution is also effective in that it only requires vehicles to
communicate with the neighboring vehicles within its wire-
less communication range without relying on a centralized
system for congestion detection and prediction.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: in Section

2, related work is presented; the communication model and
basis of shock wave theory are presented in Section 3; Sec-
tion 4 describes the Hello protocol; Section 5 address how
to detect shock waves and propagate wave information; In
Section 6, we present how to compute the congestion length
and time based on received wave packets; The protocol eval-
uations is presented in Section 7; Finally, we conclude our
work and discuss new research directions in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Cassidy and Rudjanakanoknad [2] conducted an empirical

study to observe the causes of a reduction in discharge rate
when a recurrent merge bottleneck activates on a highway.
They observed that when the inflow from an on-ramp was
sufficiently large (e.g., during the rush hour), the accumula-
tion in the highway shoulder (rightmost) lane immediately
upstream of the merge increased. When the accumulation
reached a “critical” level, vehicles in the shoulder lane ma-
neuvered toward faster, left lanes in attempts to increase
their travel speeds, causing traffic breakdown in left lanes
and decreasing the overall discharge rate through the bot-
tleneck.
Many traffic models have been proposed to describe traf-

fic flows. Lighthill and Whitham [5, 6] developed a traffic
flow theory using the first-order continuum model of traf-
fic flow. Richards [7] developed a similar theory of traffic
flow by deriving an empirical relation between density and

speed to study the formation of shock waves. In an at-
tempt to simplify the evaluation of traffic characteristics,
Newell [8, 9] proposed a simplified kinematic wave theory,
which expressed the conservation law using cumulative flow,
where cumulative curves were used to analyze traffic dynam-
ics rather than following the path of shock waves.

To apply existing traffic models for real road system traffic
flows, moving sensors or stationary video cameras [10] need
to be deployed to capture traffic flow and density informa-
tion. For example, serving as moving sensors, vehicles are
required to carry GPS devices [11] or using cellular system
technology [12] to report their travel velocities. They must
report their sensing velocities and locations to a centralized
processing unit to perform congestion detection and predic-
tion. However, using stationary video cameras has the draw-
back on the limited coverage areas on the highway. Fuzzy
logic [13] and hidden Markov Chain [14] based solutions has
been proposed, which require history data to predict the
congestions. These solutions require the history of traffic on
each road segment and the dissemination of congestion in-
formation requires additional communication channels, e.g.,
large display board or radio channels.

3. SYSTEM AND MODELS
We present the vehicular communication model, shock

wave model, and security considerations in this section.

3.1 Vehicle Communication, Timing, and Sens-
ing Capabilities

Although Global Positioning System (GPS) devices are
commonly used these days, we do not use GPS devices in
our protocols because current GPS devices usually produce
large errors. For example, current civilian GPS position
fixes are typically accurate to about 15m errors [15]). We do
notice that Differential GPS, despite being pricey and not
commercially available yet, can achieve accuracy of about
1.5-2 m. This level of accuracy will enable many lane-based
vehicle-to-vehicle applications in the future, however we do
not consider in this paper.

We assume that time does not need to be synchronized
among vehicles. However, each vehicle must be able to ac-
curately compute the time delay from measuring distance or
velocities to sending the measured values in a data packet.
In this way, the packet receivers can select their correct mea-
surements within the correct time interval. For example, if
a vehicle i sends a distance measure d(i, i − 1) with time
lapse Di, the immediate upstream vehicle i+1 can compute
the distance d(i+ 1, i− 1) = d(i, i− 1) + dt(i+ 1, i), where
t = Di/∆t represents the distance measure back to t time
slots. This approach requires each vehicle to take measures
for every ∆t, and it allows vehicles to synchronize their mea-
sures when ∆t is sufficiently small. Using this approach, in
our described protocols and measuring models, vehicles can
synchronize their velocity and distance measures even if the
time is not universally synchronized. This is because the RF
propagation delay is generally negligible. Thus, the error in-
troduced by our approach is mainly due to the transmission
delay. For example, the message size is restricted within 100
bytes in our solution. For a given 6 Mbps communication
link, the transmission delay is about 1.67×10−5 seconds.
Thus, the distance measure error is about 0.00037 meters
when the vehicle moving velocity is 80km/s. This illustra-
tion is pessimistic since the velocity of a congestion scenario
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is usually far less than 80km/hr. This level of errors does
not significantly impact our measurement results (the dis-
tance measurement error is restricted by 0.5 meters using
our protocols).
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Figure 2: Directional antennas, distance radar, and
their working zones.

In [16], the authors showed the advantages of using direc-
tional antennas over omni-directional antennas on transceivers
for vehicles. Our protocols assume that vehicles are equipped
with two directional antennas: one facing forward direction
and one facing backward direction, which is illustrated in
Figure 2. The front transmitter is tuned to the frequency
f1 and the receiver is tuned to the frequency f2; on the con-
trary, the rear transmitter is tuned to the frequency f2 and
the receiver is tuned to the frequency f1. Using directional
antennas is the key of our approach for vehicles to detect
a message: whether it is sent from leading vehicles or from
following vehicles. This information will be used by each ve-
hicle to build a correct vehicle sequence for Kinematic wave
detection. The signal transmission distance depends on the
type of devices utilized. For example a DSRC [17] transmit-
ter can send a signal up to 1,000m [18].
We also assume that vehicles are equipped with distance

detectors at the front and back. For example, the millimeter
wave radar can detect a vehicle on the same straight lane
[19]. The radar measures the distance to the vehicle ahead
within 120m and the azimuth angle of 16 degrees. Combin-
ing a vehicles traveling speed and yaw rate with distance,
relative speed, and angular data detected by the radar, the
vehicle in the same lane ahead can be identified. Existing
millimeter wave radar can restrict the detection error about
0.5m [20], which is suitable for our proposed wave detection
protocol.

3.2 Shock Wave Model
The traffic flow model describes traffic streams at an ag-

gregated level in analogy with fluid dynamics that can be
modeled using traffic density and flow as shown in Figure 3.

In the LWR Kinematic wave theory [21, 7], the conserva-
tion law of traffic flow can be expressed as:

∂k(x, t)

∂t
+

∂q(k(x, t))

∂x
= 0,

where k is the density (number of vehicles per unit distance)
and q is the flow (number of vehicles passing a given point
in unit time) at the space-time point (x, t) on a roadway.
The conservation law of traffic flow is: the total number of
vehicles in segment L at t1 and vehicles entering x1 during T
equals to the total number of vehicles in segment L at t2 and
vehicles exiting x2 during T . Based on the conservation law
of traffic flow, the velocity of shock wave can be formulated
as follows:

w =
qd − qu
kd − ku

=
∆q

∆k
, (1)
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Figure 3: Flow conservation law and shock wave the-
ory in time-space domain.

where, kd and ku are densities at downstream and upstream
of the shockwave w, respectively; qd and qu are correspond-
ing flows. w represents transitions or disruptions in flow
propagation in space, a.k.a., Kinematic shock waves. In Fig-
ure 3, the wave w represents a congestion scenario, where
flows reduce speed from vu to vd towards the upstream.
Since a vehicle uses radar technologies to measure the veloc-
ities of its leading and following vehicles, it can measure the
inter-vehicle distance. Thus, we can formulate the following
micro flow and density functions as the views of vehicle i at
space-time point (x, t) as follows:

k(x, t) =
|N |

L
, (2)

q(x, t) =
1

L

∑

l∈N

vl, (3)

where N is the set of vehicles in segment L, and vl (l ∈ |N |)
is the instant velocity of vehicle l in the segment. For a
micro view, usually |N | equals to 3, including vehicles i and
its front and back vehicles i − 1 and i + 1, respectively, on
the same lane.

3.3 Architecture of Shock Wave Protocols
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Figure 4: Architecture of shock wave protocols.

As shown in Figure 4, the shock wave protocols include
two phases: (1) vehicle sequence detection and maintenance,
and (2) shock-wave detection and propagation. The first
phase is achieved through our presented Hello protocol. The
Hello protocol includes three sub-protocols: Sequence Ini-
tialization Protocol, Sequence Detection and Maintenance
Protocol, and Check Unknown Vehicle Status Protocol. Us-
ing these sub-protocols, the Hello protocol can achieve two
goals: (i) identifying the immediate front and back vehicles
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Table 1: Hello Packet Format
Packet Description Type
fields 0 1
Type Type of packet, a 1-bit number. 0:

Hello Request Packet, 1: Hello Re-
ply Packet.

IDi The source vehicle ID, e.g., i. It can
be randomly chosen, however it must
be consistent during the communica-
tions.

x x

IDj The destination vehicle ID. It can be
a ID j or set to unknown.

x/u x

Seq(i) The sequence of vehicles maintained
by i, Seq(i) = {Fi, Bi}, Fi is the
front vehicle list and Bi is the rear
vehicle list.

x/u x/u

Lane-pref j The lane preference measures the ve-
hicle j on the same lane of i. It
ranges from 0 to 1.

x/u x/u

d(i, i − 1) Distance between the vehicle i and
its immediate front vehicle i − 1.

x x

d(i, i + 1) Distance between the vehicle i and
its immediate rear vehicle i + 1.

x x

V el(i) Instant velocity of i measured by i. x x
V eli(j) Instant velocity of vehicle j measured

by vehicle i

x x

Di The time measuring lapse of d(i, i +
1), d(i, i − 1), V el(i), and V eli(j).

x x

x: a deterministic value; u: unknown; x/u: either deterministic or
unknown.

and (ii) maintaining the sequence of vehicles in the same
lane. The second phase is shock-wave detection and propa-
gation, which is based on the vehicle sequence derived from
the first phase. It contains two processes: shock-wave de-
tection and wave information dissemination. Based on the
detected shock waves, each vehicle can detect congestions
and estimate the congestion length and time. The Hello
protocol, wave detection and propagation, and congestion
detection will be described in Sections 4, 5, and 6, respec-
tively.

3.4 Security and Privacy Considerations
Our protocols require that each vehicle broadcasts its IDs,

measured velocities, inter-vehicle distance, and correspond-
ing time lapse of measurements. To provide pseudonymity
and data verifications in vehicular networks have been stud-
ied extensively in current literature. Due to page limits, this
paper assumes that all vehicles are honest speakers and we
do not address related security and privacy issues.

4. HELLO PROTOCOL
In our presented communication model, vehicles need to

send their IDs and velocity and space measurements of their
neighboring vehicles. One of research challenges is how to
identify vehicles detected by front and back radars with the
corresponding received IDs transmitted from arbitrary ve-
hicles. Hello protocol is designed to help a vehicle to detect
and monitor other vehicles on the same lane. As described
in Figure 4, Hello protocol is formed by three sub-protocols.
We discuss each of the sub protocols in details.

4.1 Hello Packet
The Hello packets are periodically sent by vehicles using

front and back transmitters. In case of encountering a road
event such as a merge, the Hello procedure can be trig-
gered. The packet format and explanations are presented
in Table 1. Each packet field is illustrated in the table.
There are two types of Hello packets - Type-0 Hello request

Algorithm 1 InitializeSequence

1: Vehicle i broadcasts a Type-0 Hello Packet through both direc-
tional antennas. If vehicle j receives the Hello request, it needs
to send a Type-1 Hello response

2: Set findVehicleFlag=1;
3: Wait a time interval ∆t to receive Hello response packets;
4: for all Received HPj do

5: if Packet received from front transceiver and
CheckUnknownVehicleStatus(j) == “Vehicle in the same
lane” then

6: Add the vehicle id j and its details to the front of position
i in the table Fi;

7: |Fi|+ = 1;
8: |Seq(i)|+ = 1;
9: Update Seq(i) with entries from Seq(j)
10: Set findVehicleFlag=1;
11: else if CheckUnknownVehicleStatus(j) == “Vehicle in the

same lane” then

12: Add the vehicle id j and its details to the rear of position i

in the table Bi;
13: |Bi|+ = 1;
14: |Seq(i)|+ = 1;
15: Update Seq(i) with entries from Seq(j)
16: Set findVehicleFlag=1;
17: else

18: findVehicleFlag=0;
19: end if

20: end for

21: if findVehicleFlag==1 then

22: Enter SequenceDetectionMaintenance procedure;
23: else

24: Restart the InitialSequence Procedure;
25: end if

packet and Type-1 Hello response packet. By default, every
vehicle sends a Type-1 packet periodically. On special oc-
casions such as Hello initialization, dramatic measurement
changes of inter-vehicle distance and velocities, a Type-0 re-
quest packet will be sent.

4.2 Vehicle Sequence Initialization
Initially, vehicles do not have any knowledge of vehicle

sequence on the same lane, and they can only measure the
velocities and distances of the front and the rear vehicles.
Let i be a vehicle traveling on a road. Let Bi be a set of
vehicles following the vehicle i and let Fi be a set of vehicles
in front of the vehicle i. Initially Bi and Fi are empty sets.

The InitializeSequence protocol is presented in Protocol
1, where vehicle i initiates a Type-0 Hello request packet to
its front and rear neighbors. Vehicles receiving these pack-
ets, say for instance, vehicle j, will send Type-1 Hello re-
sponse packet HPj to i. For every packet received by i, it
performs the CheckUnknownVehicleStatus protocol, which is
presented in Protocol 2, to determine whether the replying
vehicle j is in the same lane or not. Furthermore, if there is
any sequence information in the packet sent by j, i updates
its own maintained sequence table SequenceTable(i) with
this information (which will be described in Section 4.3).
Once the vehicle has finished processing all its received Hello
response packets and determined its front and back vehicles,
it switches to the SequenceDetectionMaintenance protocol.

The CheckUnknownVehicleStatus procedure determines the
status of a new vehicle j encountered by i. V el(i) and V el(j)
are the actual velocities of vehicle i and j, respectively; and
V elj(i) and V eli(j) are the velocity of i measured by j and
the velocity of j measured by i, respectively. In this pro-
cedure, a neighboring vehicle j associates a confidence fac-
tor Lane − prefj , which is up to a predefined value coun-
terThreshold, for vehicle i to determine how confident j is in
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Algorithm 2 CheckUnknownVehicleStatus
Require: HPj with Type-1 of unknown vehicle
1: if V eli(j) ≈ V el(j) AND V elj(i) ≈ V el(i) AND d(j, i) ≈ d(i, j)

then

2: Set counter = 0;
3: Set Lane − prej = 1

counterThreshold
;

4: while counter ≤ counterThreshold do

5: Send a Type-0 Hello packet to j;
6: Start waitT imer and set its expiration time to ∆t;
7: if At j, V elj(i) ≈ V el(i) AND V eli(j) ≈ V el(j) AND

d(i, j) ≈ d(j, i) then

8: Vehicle j sets Lane − prefi+ = 1

counterThreshold
;

9: Vehicle j sends a Type-1 Hello response packet;
10: else

11: Vehicle j sets Lane − prefi− = 1

counterThreshold
;

12: Vehicle j does not send the Type-1 Hello Packet;
13: end if

14: if i receives a Type-1 HPj from j before waitT imer ex-
pires AND V eli(j) ≈ V el(j) AND V elj(i) ≈ V el(i) AND
d(j, i) ≈ d(i, j) then

15: Vehicle i updates Lane − prefj+ = 1

counterThreshold
;

16: else

17: Vehicle i updates Lane − prefj− = 1

counterThreshold
;

18: end if

19: counter+ = 1;
20: end while

21: if Lane − prefj ≥ threshold then

22: Vehicle i returns status “Vehicle j in lane confirmed”;
23: Vehicle i sends a notification to stop the checking procedure

and vehicle j can decide its sequence;
24: else

25: Vehicle i returns status “‘Vehicle j in another lane”;
26: end if

27: else

28: Return Status “Vehicle j in another lane”;
29: end if

the same lane. i examines the velocities and distances from
HPj with its own measured velocities and distances. If it
finds the values to be similar, within a given error limit, it
goes into a loop requesting more packets from j for a specific
time period ∆t; if it finds the measured values to be largely
different, it reduces the Lane − prefj value. At the same
time, j will also perform the same procedure to evaluate its
Lane− prefi value. At the end of the loop, if Lane− prefj
crosses a threshold, i decides that j is in the same lane.
It then sends a notification to j to stop the procedure and
updates its sequence table SequenceTable(i) to include j in
the right sequence.

Algorithm 3 SequenceDetectionMaintenance
Require: A Type-0 Hello packet is sent periodically or is triggered

by dramatic changes (i.e., over a certain threshold) of inter-vehicle
distance to front or rear vehicles, or a Type-1 packet HPj is re-
ceived. i performs the follows:

1: if j presents in SequenceTable(i) AND j is not adjacent to i

then

2: Performs an update on SequenceTable(i) to include j;
3: Creates a Type-1 Hello packet HPi;
4: Broadcasts HPi to Fi and Bi;
5: else if j presents in SequenceTable(i) AND j is adjacent to i

AND CheckUnknownVehicleStatus(j)== “vehicle j in the same
lane” then

6: Performs an update on SequenceTable(i);
7: Sends HPi to Fi and Bi;
8: else

9: Removes j from SequenceTable(i);
10: end if

The SequenceDetectionMaintenance protocol is to main-
tain the vehicle sequence, which is shown in Protocol 3.
The logic of SequenceDetectionMaintenance protocol is il-
lustrated as follows: vehicle i sends a Type-0 packet includ-

ing its sequence measure to its front and rear vehicles; if
a Hello packet is received from a non-adjacent vehicle j, i
needs to update its sequence table; or if a Hello packet is
received from an adjacent vehicle j, it needs to check the ve-
locity and distance using CheckUnknownVehicleStatus pro-
tocol, and then updates SequenceTable(i); or it removes j
from its SequenceTable(i) if the previous two conditions do
not match.

4.3 Sequence Tables Format and Updates
Each vehicle, such as i, needs to maintain the vehicle list

Seq(i), and the inter-vehicle distances derived from Hello
packets using Protocols 1-3. If the inter-vehicle distance
changes suddenly and the change is over a threshold, e.g.,
0.5 ∼ 1 meter (most of existing distance measurement de-
vices have a measuring error that is about 0.5 meters), a
Type-1 Hello packet will be triggered. Other vehicles can
update their SequenceTable(i) accordingly to maintain the
most recent distance and velocity measurements. In this
way, i can compute and estimate the most recent inter-
vehicle distance and velocity for any one in Seq(i).

5. SHOCK-WAVE DETECTION AND PROP-

AGATION
In this section, we describe how to detect shock-wave, and

the dissemination of wave packets in vehicular networks.

5.1 Types of Shock Waves
Based on studies in [4], shock waves are usually caused by

road events such as vehicle merges, diverges, traffic controls
(such as road constructions), and accidents. Among these
road events, our research focuses on the congestions caused
by vehicle merges and accidents (or constructions), which
commonly happen on highways.
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Figure 5: Examples of continuous shock waves.

In a road system, we can classify shock waves in two
groups: (a) occasional waves, and (b) continuous waves.
As shown in Figure 5, continuous waves are created by a
sequence of wave sources, e.g., a long sequence of vehicles
merging into the road through a ramp or blocked lane. On
the other hand, occasional waves usually do not create long
congestions.

5.2 Shock Wave Detection
By sensing sudden changes of distance and velocity of the

leading or following vehicle, a vehicle can detect a merge
or diverge event. Using the CheckUnknownVehicleStatus
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protocol, the vehicle can monitor the adjacent vehicles’ ve-
locities and distances during a sequence of time intervals
to exclude scenarios such as vehicles travel on curves and
cause sudden distance changes when sensing other vehicles
on different lanes, or vehicles merge in a lane and then leave
the lane quickly. Thus, detecting the start of a shock wave
depends on measures of merging vehicles into a lane for a
relatively longer time period, which is set by the parameter
counterThreshold×∆t in the CheckUnknownVehicleStatus
protocol. To compute the speed of a shock wave, we uti-
lize formulas (1), (2), and (3), and then derive the following
results:

w =
q(td)− q(tu)

k(td)− k(tu)

=























1

Ld

∑

l∈Nd

vd(l)−
1

Lu

∑

l∈Nu

vu(l)

|Nd|

Ld
−

|Nu|

Lu

,
|Nd|

Ld
−

|Nu|

Lu
̸= 0;

0, otherwise.

(4)

In (4), td and tu represent the measurements at downstream
and upstream, respectively. Based on the shock waves pre-
sented in Figure 3, we use V alu = ⟨Lu, Nu, vu(l)[l ∈ Nu], Du⟩
to represent the upstream values and V ald = ⟨Ld, Nd, vd(l)[l ∈
Nd], Dd⟩ to represent the upstream (with subscript u) and
downstream (with subscript d) measures by vehicle i with
measure-transmission delay Du and Dd, respectively. V alu
is the measure before detecting a shock wave and V ald is
the measure after detecting the shockwave. Ld and Lu are
corresponding to the distance measurements between i − 1
and i + 1 for downstream and upstream, respectively. The
number of vehicles |Nu| or |Nd| equals to the number of
vehicles within the neighboring vicinity on the same lane,
which can be 1, 2, or 3 including the vehicle i itself. Finally,
the vehicle i can detect the Stable Flow State velocity before
(i.e., vu(l) where l ∈ Nu) and after (i.e., vd(l) where l ∈ Nd)
detecting the shock wave. We will describe the concept of
Stable Flow State in Section 5.3.2.

5.3 Handling Shock Waves
Using (4) to compute the shock wave speed, we need to

address several critical implementation issues for a vehicle
to decide: (1) how to detect the starting time of a shock
wave tu, (2) how to decide the ending time of the wave td,
and (c) how to handle multiple simultaneous merges and/or
leaves. We address each of these issues in the rest of this
subsection.

5.3.1 How to detect the starting time of a shock wave
(tu)

In Figure 5, we present two common shock-wave creation
scenarios for congestion creations in highways, where both
scenarios are caused by vehicle merges. In both scenarios, a
vehicle i can sense velocity and distance changes of adjacent
vehicles due to merging vehicle j’s interruption. During the
merge, i needs to perform the following actions:

(i) measures the values V alu = ⟨Lu, Nu, vu(l)[l ∈ Nu], Du⟩,
where Lu equals to the distance from i− 1 to i+ 1;

(ii) sends a wave packet to Bi; and

(iii) triggers the Hello procedure to maintain a new vehicle
sequence.

The procedure (iii) has been described in Section 4. The
procedure (i) is straightforward and the distance measure
must not include the new merged vehicle j, which makes
the measure only contain the pre-merging state of the road
system. For the procedure (ii), we first need to describe the
wave packet format shown as follows:

Shock Wave Packet
Packet fields Description
wID A unique number selected by the leading vehicle at

the wave head.
IDi Sending vehicle ID i.
F − bit Front merge indicator: 1, true; 0, false.
B − bit Back merge indicator: 1, true; 0, false.
V alu Upstream values ⟨Lu, Nu, vu(l)⟩, l can be i− 1 , i,

or i + 1.
V ald Downstream values ⟨Ld, Nd, vd(l)⟩, l can be i− 1 ,

i, or i + 1.
w Wave velocity computed using (4).
Du: The measure-transmission delay of V alu.
Dd: The measure-transmission delay of V ald.
wIDlist: A list of merged wave IDs.
h: Vehicle sequence hop count to the wave initiating

vehicle: initial value is 0, increased by 1 for each
hop.

In the wave packet, wID is chosen by the leading vehicle
at the wave head (see Figure 5). F − Bit and B − bit are
used to identify the merge positions: front or/and back of
vehicle i. In order to inform the following vehicles as soon
as the leading vehicle detects a merge, the wave packet can
leave the following field empty: V ald, w, and Dd. These
values can be measured and sent latterly through a separate
wave packet. Finally, the wIDlist contains a list of merged
waves. This wave list can help the following vehicles to
compute the wave velocity accurately when multiple waves
occurred simultaneously, and then create single shock wave
effect. The detailed wave packet generation and propagation
will be addressed in Section 5.4.

5.3.2 How to decide the ending time of wave detec-
tion (td)

As shown in Figure 3, the shock wave propagation sepa-
rates movements of vehicles from a Stable Flow State qu to
another Stable Flow State qd. The measurements of leading
and following vehicles’ velocities can be used to identify a
Stable Flow State. We notice that using velocity as the flow
state measurement metric is a better choice than using inter-
vehicle distance. This is because vehicle drivers usually have
different experience of safe driving distance. However, the
relative moving velocity in the car following model is usually
stable when vehicles entering a Stable Flow State. To iden-
tify a Stable Flow State, we use the following two metrics
for the measuring vehicle i:

v̂u/d = α|vi(i− 1)− v(i)|+ (1− α)|v(i)− vi(i+ 1)|, (5)

where the subscript u/d means that the measurement is for
upstream or down stream, α is a scalar in the range of [0, 1].
If the leading vehicle is not present, α = 0 and if the rear
vehicle is not present α = 1. If both leading and rear vehicles
are present, α is greater than 0.5 based on our experiments,
which means we consider more on the measurements with
respect to the leading vehicle. This is because the following
vehicle needs a little more time to entering the stable state.
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To decide if the traffic flow is in a stable state, we use the
following decision metric:

|v̂u/d(i− 1)− v̂u/d(i)| ≤ v̂T . (6)

In (6), v̂u/d(i − 1) can be computed using the information
stored in the SequenceTable(i), which is described in Sec-
tion 4.3. Satisfying the inequality condition (6), we call the
vehicle i is in a Stable Flow State. Once (6) is satisfied,
i can compute the corresponding V ald and then compute
shock wave w. To compute w, the distance Ld is computed
based on the distance between vehicles i−1 and i+1, which
is computed between new vehicles merged into the lane for
downstream measurements.

5.3.3 How to handling multiple simultaneous merges
and/or leaves

When there are multiple vehicles merged into the same
lane within a relatively short time period (i.e., the time pe-
riod is less than w/d, where d is the distance between two
merged vehicles), we should consider the multiple merges a
single merge. This means that the overall effect is equiv-
alent to a single merge. Multiple merges can be naturally
handled using the Stable Flow State condition (6), which is
used to determine the wave detection ending time td. This is
because multiple merges in a short time period and within a
small space will transfer the traffic flow into an instable flow
state. In the following context, we present an illustrative
example for wave merges, which is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Illustration of wave merges.

In the first scenario, the leading vehicle initiates a wave
packet w1, which does not include the wave speed, when it
detects a merge at time t1. The following vehicle also detects
a merge at time t2 before it receives the wave packet con-
taining wave speed of w1 from the leading vehicle. Then, the
following vehicle needs to merge w1 and w2, and includes the
wave w1’s ID in the w2’s packet. In this way, the upstream
vehicles who may have already received the initiation packet
of w1 can update their wave packet list accordingly. In the
figure, the absolute values of t1 and t2 cannot be computed.
This is because we do not assume a time synchronized mech-
anism among vehicles. However, wave merges can be easily
determined by checking if the following vehicle detects the
new wave w2 before receiving a wave packet from the lead-
ing vehicle with wave speed of w1, and downstream values
V ald. This decision can be naturally handled by using the
approach to determine the wave ending td presented in the
inequality condition (6). Thus, we can address the wave
merge condition as follows:
If the system does not reach a Stable Flow State, we can al-
ways combine shock waves based on the following two con-
ditions:

(i) shock waves have not determined their wave speed;

(ii) the initial locations of shock waves are within H hops.

The second scenario in Figure 6 describes a variation of
the first scenario, in which the following vehicle detects the
merge of w1 first, and then it receives a second wave initi-
ation packet of w2 from the leading vehicle. In this case,
the following vehicle can still follow the wave merge con-
dition and generates a new updated wave initiation packet
w′2 that merges w1 and w2. When the wave generation
locations are far from each other, we can enforce that the
wave merges can only happen within H hops based on the
information maintained in the vehicle sequence table. Usu-
ally, we can set H ≤ 3, which means the wave merges only
happen in a close vicinity.

5.4 Propagation of Wave Packets
A wave packet is propagated using broadcasting, which

is propagated to direct communication neighbors using di-
rectional antennas. A wave packet receiver processes the
received wave packets, generates a new wave packet by up-
dating new measured values, updates the vehicle sequence
hop count h, and then broadcasts it to the upstream vehi-
cles.

As we have already presented: once a merge is detected,
the initiation wave packet must be sent immediately by
the leading vehicle at the wave head, where the initiation
wave packet may only contain information of WID, IDi, F −
bit, B − bit, V alu, and Du. The initiation wave packet can
help the following vehicles to differentiate multiple waves
originated from different wave sources. Moreover, the initial
wave packet can also help vehicles to merge multiple waves
to one if these waves occur simultaneously, and thus create
a single shock wave effect.

The second phase of wave propagation process is straight-
forward. Due to the physical nature of a congestion shock
wave is propagated from its wave head towards the upstream
vehicles, we can simply requires each vehicle to compute the
wave speed using (4) to derive a local wave speed w′

i. If
w′

i is negligible, usually less than 0.5m/s, the vehicle i can
stop the wave computation by sending a wave elimination
message (i.e., the wave speed is set to 0) to the upstream
vehicles. Otherwise, the vehicle needs to incorporate the
wave computations from downstream vehicles and compute
the arithmetic average of the wave speed as follows:

wi =
h

h+ 1
(
w′

i

h
+ wi−1), (7)

where h is the vehicle sequence hop count from the wave
head, and wi−1 is the wave computed from the leading ve-
hicle i− 1.

6. CONGESTION PREDICTION
In this Section, we present how to use the proposed proto-

cols to predict traffic congestions including congestion time
and distance.

Newell proposed a simplified Kinematic wave theory in [8,
9], which has become the standard tools for analysis of high-
way traffic, especially queue formation and propagation and
bottleneck analysis. This theory enabled approximation of
differential equations of fluid-dynamic theory with negligi-
ble loss of accuracy and also avoids mathematical nuisances
with the use of triangular fundamental diagram. As shown
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Figure 7: (a) Newell’s triangular model. (b) Con-
gestion detection and prediction using shock wave
model.
Notations: A, B, C, and D are four flows and den-
sity scenarios; qmax is the maximum flow; vf is the
mean free flow speed; kop is the optimal density; kj
is the jam density (where flow is almost zero); w is
the velocity (negative) moving against the flow dur-
ing congestion, i.e., shock wave; d(i, j) is the distance
between i and j at when j transmits a wave packet;
∆tl is the time lapse from the originating the wave
packet to receiving the wave packet by i, ∆td is wave
travel time from j to i, and ∆tr is the time interval
for i traveling within the congested zone.

in Figure 7 (a), it depicts the triangular model of Newell’s
flow model, where the points (A, B, C, and D) on the di-
agram describe four different traffic conditions (or “steady
states”), where the notations of symbols are provided in the
caption of Figure 7. In the optimal scenario, vehicles can
travel on a highway by the speed of vf with density of kop.
The density zone [0, kop] with mean speed vf is called un-
congested zone. On a highway, it is easy for a vehicle to
recognize if it travels within the uncongested zone by sim-
ply monitoring if the vehicle travels within the speed limits
without detecting shock waves from far downstream vehicles
(the short-live waves caused by occasional merges can be
eliminated by wave elimination messages). The speed limit
information can be broadcasted by roadside units when the
vehicle entering a road segment. In the figure, along the tri-
angle, if the density pass kop, the traffic enters the congested
zone, where the traffic flow decreases and density increases.
Thus, although C and D have the same flow rate, their den-
sities are different. In our model, entering congestion zone
can be detected by a vehicle i using the following congestion
indicators:

1. The detection of shock waves initiated by j.

2. The density function that is computed using inter-
vehicle distance of vehicles in its front vehicle sequence
list up to j, Fi(j):

k̂ =
1

|Fi(j)|

∑

l∈Fi(j)

d(l, l − 1); (8)

3. The flow rate is computed using (5):

q̂ = v̂u/dk̂; (9)

Although, the values computed using (5) and (8) are es-
timated values due to time lapse of distance and velocity
measures, they are good indicators for congestion detection.

Practically, a vehicle can periodically plot the triangular us-
ing the flow-density triangular curve to track its congestion
state.

In Figure 7 (b), we present a bottleneck scenario to illus-
trate our approach. Assume that i receives a wave speed
packet sent by j with time lapse D = ∆tl, where i and j
may not be adjacent vehicles. i can estimate the distance
d(i, j) from its maintained SequenceTable(i). We can com-
pute ∆tl = Du + (Dd − Du)/2 = (Du + Dd)/2, where Du

andDd are measurements of delay in the received wave pack-
ets. Now, we present how vehicle i estimates the travel time
(∆td) to the congested zone, the time estimation to travel
through the congested zone (∆tr), the travel distance to
the congested zone (x1), and the travel distance within the
congested zone (x2 − x1).

∆td =
d(i, j)

v̂u − w
, (10)

∆tr =
w(∆tl +∆td)

v̂d
, (11)

x1 = d(i, j)− w∆td, (12)

x2 − x1 = d(i, j) + w∆tl. (13)

In (10), v̂u is the speed measured by i using (5); in (11),
v̂d can take the speed value from received wave packets.
To improve the accuracy of estimates, the vehicle can take
the average value of (10)-(13) when receiving multiple wave
packets.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In our performance studies, we use two simulation pack-

ages, Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [22] to simulate
the vehicular mobility on highways and Network Simulator-2
(NS-2) to simulate the Hello protocol and the wave detec-
tion and propagation protocol. The Hello message is encap-
sulated in a MAC packet. In our simulation, we use 802.11
MAC protocol.

The performance evaluation can be used to represent three
different traffic congestion scenarios - (i) Road Merge Sce-
nario: merging of two roads into one road. (ii) Accident
Scenario: a two-lane road, and an accident on a part of one
lane, so that vehicles on that lane divert to another lane. (iii)
Freeway with Incoming Ramp: a freeway with an incoming
ramp. We simulate two different settings with corresponding
free travel velocity and congested travel velocity: (a) 30m/s
(72mi/h) and 2m/s (4.8mi/h), and (b) 30m/s (72mi/h) and
15m/s (36mi/h), within 30 meters. Scenario (a) represents a
fast velocity reduction, while scenario (b) represents a slow
velocity reduction. Based on the simulation setup, we com-
pute the values to be used in determining wave detection
parameters, such as α. We also compute the wave propa-
gation speed, congestion distance and length, etc. We will
compare the results derived based on the proposed proto-
cols and formulas with the actual values derived from the
simulation trace files.

7.1 Determine Stable Flow State
In our proposed wave detection protocol, determining the

stable flow state is the key issue for a vehicle to compute
the wave speed. As given in (5), we introduce α to weight
the velocity difference measures from the front and back
vehicles. Using (6), a vehicle can determine the transition
from one stable flow state to another.
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Figure 8: α and stable flow states for maximum ve-
locity=30m/s and minimum velocity=15m/s.

In Fig. 8 (upper graph), we monitor four vehicles moving
velocities when they traveling into a congested area using
the simulation setting (a. It shows that the velocity of each
vehicle is reduced from 30m/s to 15m/s when it entering the
congested area. We must note that using (5), for vehicle i,
the velocity measurements of i − 2, i − 1, i, and i + 1 are
required. Based on the velocity changing curve in Fig. 8
(upper graph), the transition spans about 9 seconds from
t = 83 to t = 91. In Fig. 8 (lower graph), we present the
threshold computations of using (6) with different values of
factor α (from 0.1 to 0.9). It shows that the curve is smooth
when α is approximate to 0.5. This plot can help us to
determine the best threshold value used in (6). For example,
if we set α = 0.5, we can set the threshold v̂T = 1m/s.
However, the threshold value for α = 0.9 will far below
1m/s since the lowest point of α = 0.9 curve between the
transition time interval is lower than 0.5m/s.

7.2 Shock Wave Velocity
In Fig. 9 (a) and (b), we plot the trajectories of vehicles

in time-space domain for testing scenarios (a) and (b), re-
spectively. We notice that the shock wave propagates faster
towards the upstream direction for testing scenario (a) than
that of testing scenario (b). In scenario (b), the wave veloc-
ity cannot be easily visualized, where the velocity reduction
happens at 900 meters. The presented results confirm the
spontaneous behaviors of vehicles traveling on highways, i.e.,
if the velocity of the leading vehicle reduces faster (30m/s to
2m/s vs 30m/s to 15m/s), the following vehicle will respond
quicker to the velocity change of the leading vehicle. As the
result, the shock wave travels faster towards the upstream
direction.
In Fig. 10, we present the wave velocities of detected by

seven vehicles using (4) vs. the actual shock wave veloci-
ties of these vehicles on the road when vehicles’ velocity is
dropped from 30m/s to 2m/s. The results show that our
approach is a good estimation of actual shock wave velocity.

7.3 Congestion Prediction
In Fig. 11, we plot the congestion predictions of a ran-

domly select vehicle comparing with actual congestion val-
ues. For this vehicle, it computes the congestion prediction
values using the Equations (10) - (13). We have verified
other vehicles and observed that they all exhibit the similar
properties, which prove the correctness of our solution.

7.4 Communication Overhead
The major communication overhead is caused by the peri-

Figure 9: (Upper) Trajectories of vehicles in time-
space domain, where velocity is reduced from 30m/s
to 2m/s in a 30-meter congested zone. (Lower) Tra-
jectories of vehicles in time-space domain, where ve-
locity is reduced from 30m/s to 15m/s in a 30-meter
congested zone.

Figure 10: Wave velocity measurements.

odic transmissions of Hello packets and wave packet propa-
gation. Based on the presented procedure of Hello protocol
and wave packet propagation, the communication overhead
of Hello procedure is O(|Seq(i)|) for detecting the vehicle
sequence on the same lane when i sends a Hello request,
i.e., the communication overhead is linearly proportional to
the length of vehicle sequence maintained by i. The num-
ber of transmitted packets includes both the Hello request
and corresponding responses. The communication overhead
of wave propagation is O(B) when the wave head vehicle i
generate a wave packet where B is the number of vehicles
following the vehicle i on the same lane, who detect the same
wave and each of them generates a new wave update packet.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present a novel congestion detection and prediction

approach using Kinematic shock waves. Our approach does
not rely on a centralized traffic monitoring entire transporta-
tion system to observe and predict traffic congestions. In-
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Figure 11: Congestion measures using Equations
(10) - (13) vs actual values.

stead, our approach relies on local observations of vehicles
on the road. This is very useful for the scenarios where con-
gestions happen in rural area due to constructions or acci-
dents. Our performance evaluation shows that the proposed
approach is accurate and communication efficient.
Besides the protocol design, we will investigate other traf-

fic patterns, such as stop-and-go traffic oscillations and de-
vice corresponding wave detection models for congestion
prediction. Moreover, we will explore the possible integra-
tion of the hello message within the beacon message (802.11p)
to reduce the communication overhead. Furthermore, we
will apply our research using real traffic trace to demon-
strate its correctness. Finally, security issues of the proposed
research need to be carefully studied in the future.
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